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Project objectives met
•  Analysis through the Miovision TrafficLink portal uncovered a variable offset in signal timing (due to 

a pedestrian call button) as the cause of poor progression between both intersections. This caused a 
completely unpredictable driver experience where in some cases citizens experienced minimal delays  
at the intersection, while others experienced significant delays  

•  To correct this, the timing plan at Martin/Main was adjusted according to pedestrian minimum. 
Within two weeks, an 8.5% reduction in split failures was observed at Main St. and Martin St., and an 
overall 10% reduction in split failures was observed over a 4-week period through a before-and-after 
comparison

•  Miovision SmartSense provided additional vehicle and lane detection, and provided additional insights. 
The Miovision TrafficLink portal provided the Traffic Engineering department with the ability to assess 
the effects of different mitigation strategies to achieve optimal performance using built-in signal 
performance measures.

The results: Improved citizen mobility
•  8.5–10% reduction in split failures (split failures tend to trigger citizen reports)

•  Demonstrably less vehicle queuing at each intersection

•  Overall improvement to driving experience and mobility

•  Increased space mean speed through corridor

•  Additional improvements can be realized through further timing modifications
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Pilot overview

Executive summary
Citizens in the town of Milton were reporting poor traffic progression at two busy intersections: Main 
St. and Martin St., and Main St. and Commercial St. The town’s Traffic Engineering team immediately 
began searching for an accurate and cost-effective way to analyze the situation. Aware of the high costs 
of utilizing private consultants to conduct traffic studies, and the data inaccuracies associated with 
physically observing traffic at the intersection; the town turned to Miovision to gather high quality traffic 
data using video. Installed directly at the intersection, Miovision TrafficLink gave the Traffic Engineering 
department a cost-effective way to monitor, analyze, and resolve traffic issues within the downtown core.

Within 4 weeks of installing Miovision SmartLink and SmartSense to detect traffic patterns, and analyze 
the traffic data, the Traffic Engineering team was able to identify the cause of poor traffic progression, 
implement a solution, and measure the impact of their corrective actions from a powerful, web-based portal.

Project objective
•  Identify cause of poor traffic progression at Main St. and Martin St., and Main St. and Commercial 

St. 

•  Implement a solution to reduce traffic delays that impact citizen mobility

About the pilot
•  Install Miovision SmartLink and SmartSense devices at the intersections of Main St. and Martin St., 

and Main St. and Commercial St. to detect and collect multimodal traffic data

•  Use Miovision TrafficLink to provide highly-accurate, actionable insight into vehicle progression, across 
both intersections, and identify potential issues with signal timing

• Present recommendations, and analyze before-and-after progression of traffic along the corridor



Miovision TrafficLink overview
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The Town of Milton used Miovision TrafficLink, including SmartLink, 
SmartSense, and SmartView 360 elements to monitor the traffic patterns 
at the intersection, and provide rich video detection capabilities.  

Pilot summary
The Town of Milton installed Miovision TrafficLink at the intersections of Martin St. and Main St.,  
and Main St. and Commercial St. Main St. is a major roadway that provides access to the downtown 
core from East and West, while Martin St. provides access to the busy Highway 401 corridor.

Initial signal performance evaluation
Based on the phase interval graphs shown in Figure 2, the intersection of Main St. and 
Commercial St. is a semi-actuated intersection with a cycle length of 70-seconds during AM and 
midday traffic and 80-second cycle during the PM peak. If the minor approach happens to gap-
out, the rest of the cycle is allocated to the major. The intersection of Main St. and Martin St. has 
a similar operation with the difference being that the cycle lengths do not appear to be constant 
in each time period and slight variations in the cycle lengths are visible.

Figure 1. The intersections of Main St. and Commercial St., and Main St. and Martin St. in Milton

Figure 2. Phase interval graphs of the Main St. and Commercial St., and Main St. and Martin St.
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Initial signal performance evaluation (cont'd)
A closer look at the SB approach Phase Interval graph shows variable green times on this 
approach while the green times are maxing out (more than 99% occupancy during green between 
16:35 and 16:55). Considering that pedestrian green time is longer than the maximum green 
allocated to this approach, the controller goes into transition mode resulting in the variable  
green times observed. The exact transition mode configuration currently in place is unknown.  
A transition mode with the least amount of interruption, or no transition mode at all is necessary 
for two closely located intersections. Even a slight decrease or increase in the cycle length can 
significantly affect the quality of progression over time. Coordination is essential in closely 
spaced intersections to clear the roadway between the two intersections and prevent overflows 
onto upstream intersections.

However, the Commercial St. NB movement and Martin St. SB movement both show highly 
saturated traffic conditions, especially the SBT movement during the PM peak period on Martin St. 
and Main St.

Using stopbar occupancy information during the red and green times, Split Trend graphs provide 
information on the level of saturation that each movement is experiencing at an intersection 
at different times of the day. In Figure 4, red represents near saturated/oversaturated traffic 
conditions with a potential for split failures. Purple represents heavy traffic, green represents 
undersaturated traffic, and yellow shows indications of random arrivals/coordination issues.

Figure 3. Occupancy ratio (upper graph) and corresponding green time allocated (lower graph) 

Figure 4. Split Trend graph legend 

Figure 5. Split Trend graphs of SBT at Martin St. and Main St. and NBT at Main St., and Commercial St.
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The EBL and WBL movements at the intersection of Commercial St. and Main St. are protected 
plus permitted left turns but are set back by a few vehicles. This means that the detector on these 
movements would not initiate a call command until there are at least 3 or more vehicles waiting 
to be served on this lane. The Phase Interval graph from TrafficLink proves that the protected left 
-- especially on the EBL movement -- is rarely used during the PM peak hour, and in determining 
the offset of this movement it might be a better idea to model it as a permitted left turn due to low 
usage of the protected phase. This will prevent the early return to green problem for the majority 
of the cycles that are not getting a protected left turn phase. Early return to green can potentially 
affect the quality of progression especially in this case with closely spaced intersections.  
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Initial signal performance evaluation (cont'd)

The 360 camera video footage provided by Miovision SmartSense 
and SmartView 360, shows that the major approaches are also  
experiencing high volumes of traffic, which in some cases is spilling back  
onto the upstream intersections.

Figure 6. Video footage of Martin St. and Main St. on the left, and Commercial St. and Main St. on the right 
shows signs of heavy traffic and spill backs

Figure 7. Usage of EB and WB left turn protected phases during the PM peak hours
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The offset value is calculated as the difference between the start of the green time of the WBT 
phase of Main St. and Commercial St. to the WBT of Main St. and Martin St. due to the semi-
actuated operation of the intersections and the possibility for the early return to green on the 
major approach, slight changes in the offsets are expected. However, considering the heavy 
traffic on the minor movements at both intersections, and the high probability for the phases to 
use their maximum green time, it is expected that the offset values will be much more closer to 
the actual offset and weave around that value. As can be seen in Figure 8, this does not seem to 
be the case and the offset values are highly variable. The slightly inconsistent cycle length issue 
mentioned earlier in the report on the intersection of Main St. and Martin St. may be potentially 
contributing to this problem.

The travel time on both directions as shown in Figure 8, is approximately 20s during the off-peak 
hours and approximately 45s on average during the peak hours. The EB through direction from 
Martin St. to Commercial St. shows higher travel times compared to the other direction. Overall, 
an average delay of 20s is not significant for the through movements on the major roadway 
between the two intersections.
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Initial signal performance evaluation (cont'd)

Figure 9. Travel time graphs between the two intersections 
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Figure 8. WBT offset values in each cycle from beginning of the green phase to the WBT movement of the 
downstream intersection from 4 pm to 6 pm



Initial recommendations
Based on these observations from TrafficLink, it is recommended to 
further examine the following issues:
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Keeping the cycle lengths short is essential in keeping the queue lengths short due to limited spacing

Examine the possibility of timing SB at Martin St. and Main St. according to pedestrian 
minimums. This will ensure that the signals are always in coordination regardless of a pedestrian 
call. The extra green time not being used by the side street will be reallocated automatically to the 
main approach (when a pedestrian call does not exist)

Martin St. and Main St. intersection appears to go into transition mode quite frequently, 
therefore significantly affecting coordination that is extremely important at this location. It is 
recommended to look into ways to prevent the controller going into transition mode

Implementing an offset of zero seconds, or a very small value (requires optimization) in order to 
keep the short spacing between the two intersections as clear as possible, to prevent queues 
from spilling back onto other intersections due to limited storage space

Adding detection on the through movements would enable the generation of signal performance 
measures for these movements as well as providing the option for fully actuated control in the off 
peak hours to reduce the unnecessary wait on the minor movements

One of the issues identified using Miovision TrafficLink was the irregular change in cycle lengths (due 
to the controller going into a transition mode) in the case of a pedestrian actuation. To prevent this 
from occurring, one option was looking into the possibility of increasing the maximum green time of 
the SBT movement at Martin St. and Main St. to the minimum pedestrian required green time. A closer 
look at the signal timing plan designed for the intersection revealed an error in the documentation 
that was subsequently coded into the controller. Implementing the designed signal timing plan the 
following changes were made to the signal timing: Phases 5, 6, 7, and 8 split timings in percentages 
are now 13, 50, 0, 37 percent respectively. After the signal timing change, the SBT movement at Martin 
St. and Main St. is now receiving a consistent amount of green. With the new timing plan in place 
the intersection is able to keep a consistent cycle length and is no longer going into transition mode 
frequently compromising the designed progression.

Intersection change and ROI improvements

Figure 10. Cycle lengths from the 
Phase Interval graphs show the 
inconsistent cycle lengths before 
the change and the lower picture 
shows the consistent cycle after 
the correct timing plan was 
coded into the controller
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The effects of this simple change can be further evaluated using a range of signal performance 
metrics. Starting from the Report Card, an 8.5% reduction in split failures were observed at Main 
St. and Martin St. based on a 2-week before-and-after comparison. On the SBT movement a 10% 
reduction in split failure was observed over a 4-week before-and-after comparison.

While there was a reduction in the green split allocated to the Martin St. the travel time graphs 
show an insignificant change in the travel time both EB and WB. This is likely to do with the more 
consistent progression that is now available in the corridor.

The Speed Exception chart 
shown (Figure 14) compares the 
speed along this corridor during 
the week after the change, with 
four weeks of historical speeds. 
It shows that speeds on the main 
corridor have not increased, but 
the westbound speeds show an 
increase in average space mean 
speeds. 

Intersection change and ROI on improvements (cont'd)

Figure 11. Report card screenshot from the TrafficLink portal showing a two-week before (the signal timing 
change) and after split failure comparison

Figure 12. Travel time median comparisons of the before-and-after travel times EB in the corridor 

Figure 13. Travel time median comparison of the before-and-after travel times WB in the corridor
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Figure 14. Speed Exception comparison of speed along the Main St. corridor



Verifying through video footage, the traffic appears to be moving in a more 
orderly fashion with rare spillbacks.

Intersection change and ROI on improvements (cont'd)

Figure 14. Screenshot of the PM 
peak hour at the Main St. and Martin 
St. intersection showing more 
orderly flow of traffic
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These insights revealed to the Town of Milton how addressing a few small issues with their signal 
timing could improve citizen mobility across the corridor. Actionable reports available in the 
Miovision TrafficLink portal uncovered signs of split failure/heavy traffic during the midday period 
on the SBT movement. The fact that other phases are undersaturated during this time, indicates 
the possibility of reallocating some green time from the main movement to the SBT movement 
could be considered.  

Insights analysis and further suggested changes
With Miovision TrafficLink in place, a more complete picture of the 
performance of the intersection is revealed. The example below shows 
the PM peak. The split appears to be adequately distributed among the 
movements showing more or less similar performance. 

Looking at the performance trend of all movements, other insights regarding the system 
performance can be identified. From a system operation perspective, between the hours of 3 pm 
and 4:30 pm the system appears to be in the loading period, from around 4:30 pm to 6 pm the 
system is over saturated, and from 6 pm to 7:30 pm the system is in recovery mode. This shows 
the potential to generate other timing plans and not to treat several hours of the PM peak period 
with one TOD plan. In the loading and recovery period, the aim should be throughput maximization. 
During the oversaturated time period, the focus should be queue management and applying queue 
management strategies to minimize spillbacks and prevent wasted green time. 
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Another issue that TrafficLink reveals, is signs of progression challenges (indicated with 
yellow in the split trend graphs). A closer look at the video footage shows indications of green 
starvation on the EBT movement at Martin St. and Commercial St. Additionally, during the busy 
PM peak, the downstream intersection is green while there is no demand to serve. The SBT 
movement at Martin St. and Main St. have just been released, and a considerable amount of 
green time is being wasted until the platoon arrives to the downstream intersection. 

A time space diagram of the timing allocations within the 
TrafficLink portal shows that the movements along Martin St. 
do not appear to be in good coordination with each other.  
A majority of the WBT traffic from Martin St. and Commercial 
St. are reaching downstream on a red signal, creating a long 
queue of vehicles that in some cases spillback, and block the 
opportunity for the NB movements to exit the intersection on 
their allocated green.

Insights analysis and further suggested changes (cont'd)
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Based on the data presented in TrafficLink, the Traffic Engineering team 
used a very small offset (5-6 seconds) between the two intersections and 
evaluated the effects using the available reports.

Comparing a one-week average trend of travel time between Main St. and Martin St., and 
Commercial St. and Main St., with an average two weeks before the change shows reductions in 
travel time in the range from 18 to 20% on both directions.

Signal timing changes

In terms of split failures, the report card shows an overall reduction of 20% in split failures per hour 
on Martin St. and Main St. on all movements, and a 33% reduction comparing one week before-
and-after the signal timing change.
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Example of tangible impacts
The data shows a significant decrease in the number of split failures on the 
SB movement from the highway at Main St. and Martin St., as can be seen 
from the split failure chart below (20% reduction of split failures during 
the PM peak period on this movement). But how is this possible when the 
green time allocated stayed the same? 

Before:

Before:

After:

After:

The picture below provides a better understanding of how this is possible and how road users are 
feeling its effects. As can be seen in the "Before" screenshot, there is no room for vehicles to enter 
the corridor, which leaves them unable to use the allocated green to the maximum extent. With the 
new offset in place they have enough room to use the green time at maximum capacity, pushing 
through more vehicles in the same amount of green time, therefore reducing the number of split 
failures occurring.
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Summary
This report serves as an sample of how high-quality data collected at the intersection can 
help identify, evaluate, and eventually improve the performance in a traffic network. The report 
details an example of two nearby intersections in the Town of Milton which were experiencing 
performance issues, especially during the PM peak periods. Miovision TrafficLink quickly 
revealed operational issues that existed at one of the intersections, which was compromising the 
coordination along the corridor. A deeper investigation showed that the problems were a result 
of an incorrectly coded timing plan. The fix instantly showed an 8.5% reduction in split failures, 
especially at the SB movement on Main St. entering the city from the highway. The installation 
of Miovision SmartSense at the intersections enabled a more detailed view of the performance 
of all the movements at the intersections to ensure equality in green time allocation. Due to 
the short distance between the two intersections and the importance of good progression, 
the offset was changed between the two intersections and the effects were clearly quantified 
when compared with the previous approach. The Miovision TrafficLink system provides the 
unique ability to quantify the performance of different strategies based on variety of metrics 
that help prevent any bias in finding the right control strategy. The change proved substantial 
improvements in travel time (10 to 18% reduction in travel time both ways) and split failure 
performance (20 to 33% reduction on both intersections), considering the scale of the two close-
by intersections under study. 

For more information and to view webinars about Miovision TrafficLink,  
visit us online at miovision.com or call 1.877.646.8476


